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QUESTION 1

A company has an Aruba solution that supports an employee WLAN. How can network administrators control in which
subnets users receive IP addresses? 

A. Set the VLANs associated with desired subnets in the WLAN settings. 

B. Configure firewall policies that permit the desired subnet, and add them to the initial role for the WLAN. 

C. In the WLAN settings, configure User role rules with the desired subnet addresses as match criteria. 

D. Assign switch ports connected to APs to VLANs associated with the desired subnets. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A network administrator configures this policy: 

Users to which this policy applies are unable to receive IP addresses with DHCP. How should the administrator fix the
issue? 

A. Change user to any in the user any svc-dhcp permit rule. 

B. Move the user any svc-dhcp permit rule to the bottom of the list. 

C. Remove the deny rule from the policy. 

D. Use the correct service alias in the user any svc-dhcp permit rule. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibit. 
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An Aruba solution uses AirMatch with the default AirMatch profile settings. A network administrator sees that a
scheduled optimization was completed, but a plan was not deployed. 

Based on the exhibit, why did this occur? 

A. The cost of the new plan exceeds the amount allowed by the feature license 

B. The new plan did not offer significantly improved quality 

C. The solution uses master-local mode 

D. ARM is disabled in the radio profile, so AP radios are considered frozen 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

How does a high-gain omni-directional antenna compare to a typical omni-directional antenna? 

A. it provides more multi-user spatial streams. 

B. it provides more coverage in the horizontal direction than in the vertical direction. 

C. it provides more single-user spatial streams. 

D. it provides more coverage in both the horizontal and vertical directions. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A company has a Mobility Master (MM)-based solution. How does a Mobility Controller (MC) behave if it loses contact
with all MM nodes? 

A. The MC loses all licenses and cannot support APs or clients. 

B. The MC retains its current licenses for 30 days. 

C. The MC contacts Aruba Activate and uses the licensing limits defined there. 
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D. The MC maintains only licenses that have been locally installed on it. 

Correct Answer: B 
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